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Something feels soft in 3128. From this target on I start a documentation or work process which I 
title "element tracking". It means that I list the elements that show up and keep adding specific 
details to them so that they do not get lost in the textual description and are easier to return to. 
Or I call it "elements tracking" to clarify that there are multiple elements usually. I also write down 
in what number or numbers the element resides. The elements tracking list becomes successively 
updated which means that it does not provide a time log of how the element description evolves, 
since this list itself becomes an updated version. Notes on updates and gradual progress are 
written as usual, but the elements tracking provides the most up to date listing of elements and 
elements description. 

I find in 3128 a very light weight soft element which has weak thin borders, the borders are almost 
non-existent because the material at the borders of the element and the surrounding air feel 
almost the same thinness. It seems to float in the air and to change shape slowly and gently. The 
overall shape of it is rounded. It seems to contain air. It is very thin and frail, yet from the color 
and feeling of it I know it to be an element and that it is not the air itself, it also has a faint smell so 
it itself is not air it is an element other than air. 

I find no people in this target landscape. The element seems to be a big bag that floats in the air. 

Touch the element: I almost do not feel it at all, as if it doesn't feel like anything when being 
touched. 

Put your hand inside of the element: Oh there is something messy and convoluted in here, like a 
mismatch of thin wires like a ball of yarn. 

Look at those fibers you found: The fibers are very thin and they are floating in a fluid that is 
inside here. Could this be inside of a brain or other biological tissue? 

Take one of these fibers and extract it to take a closer look at it without it being in its environment: 
It doesn't like to go outside of its gentle fluid environment, the world outside even if just the air 
outside is too harsh and pressing of an environment for it to feel in its own element, I would 
rather not extract it. 



Investigate the fiber in its own element: The fibers float and move around slowly, they drift, inside 
of the element. It must be some biological tissue that I am looking at. I feel that I am on a small 
microscopic level of magnification and that this is some sort of living tissue but I do not recognize 
the label of this element material. 

Look at the element and then move outward slowly and gradually so that you are looking at the 
immediate surroundings of the element and the element as a whole: The element is not confined 
in any kind of a harder box or casing, the element appears to be free and not captured inside of 
any other harder material casing. The element appears to be floating under water like a type of 
coral under water but a fluid type of thin coral tissue. 

If sound or music is played onto the element then the element responds to contracting into itself 
and this contracted area becomes denser of its material, it is like it is shy or wants to get away 
from sound and music. And so the element appears to be some sort of living tissue that responds 
to the stimulus of soundwaves. 

The element is a free fluid flowing substance, like a thin veil type of structure. 

Put your finger on the element: It feels cold to the touch and slimy and it has water on it. 

3 states that an element is to be found down in a bowl-shaped site
1 electricity, definitely the electrical activity of live tissue
2 the thinking part of the brain
8 the more solid and purple colored areas of this living brain

It appears that 3128 describes a living brain. 

9764 feels strange and it feels that we are in outer space inside of a spaceship, or perhaps that we 
are in an undersea diving vessel that feels like technology. 

9764 also has a yellow glowing light on the floor it is not a huge light source but it is clearly to be 
seen there. 

Look at the light on the floor, get more details visual or felt: It is a very safe place to be. It feels 
good here, like a resting baby. 

3128 we are inside of a living tissue that is suspended in water. It has thin sheet layers of tissue that 
flow with the water currents. It is like in a coral reef under water or more likely that we are inside of 
living biological tissue. 

Go inside of the tissue element: It feels completely harmonious and safe here, and not a care in 
the world. I am looking at the nuclei of individual cells, the cells are sickle shaped with a nucleus, I 
will draw it. 



Why would the target be inside of living biological tissue? 

The tissue responds to stimuli of mechanical pressure which includes its responde to the stimulus 
of mechanical soundwaves (sound or music) which also exerts a mechanical pressure, meaning 
that if there is anything pressing against the tissue - physical contact to tissue from another 
physical object, or the pressure of soundwaves - the tissue will react by contracting into itself away 
from the source of the pressure, it shuns away from applied pressure. But it doesn't want to hide, 
it wants to live fully extended in its natural form and will resume shape once the stimulus of a 
pressure has subsided. 

9 The external spaceship that the tissue is traveling in. 
7 The bubbles that are appearing outside of the spaceship inside of a tank of blue fluid. 
6 The non-hostile living entities that are standing there inside of the spaceship, it 

appears to be alien beings. 
4 That the alien beings were gardening and cultivating a garden, a new biological 

settlement. 

Go to the spaceship: The spaceship is entirely surrounded by bubbles in the fluid outside it, so this 
spaceship appears to be under water or that there are water tanks that form bubbles immediately 
outside it. In the drawing, it is the bubbles that go up, the water itself does not flow forwards or 
upwards. 

Everything so far seems to be inside of a body, there are tissues, response to stimuli, neural 
activity, thoughts, sickle shaped cells with nuclei, fluid in which bubbles are formed and the 
bubbles flow upward. The only thing that is not consistent with tissue is the spaceship because it is 
a hard solid black object with a defined shape, the element of the spaceship stands out as 
different from the others. 

Go inside the spaceship: It tastes like salts here, like the salts that are in biological tissue that cause 
electric and neural activity, this is a very salty place! It tastes very salty here! I see a small open-top 
box-shaped water tank that has transparent walls and it contains the salty fluid which appears to 
contain a biological specimen inside of the fluid in the box. Aha, this box could be the same as the 
bowl-shaped element that contained the tissue. 

We now have many elements discovered. It appears that we have a room which I define as a 
spaceship, inside the spaceship I have seen alien beings who I said are cultivating a garden of a 
new biological settlement. There is an open top box that contains water which is likely the same 
water in which bubbles form, this box contains a biological specimen which seems to be the 
brain-like tissue which has been described. So we could be in a biology laboratory or we could be 
in an aquarium. These are just my thoughts at this point and no conclusions can be formed by 
this kind of a logical thinking, only the remote viewed material must stand alone, and if the 



remote viewed material does not state what this "is" then the fragments of information stand 
alone. 

Spaceship: It is cold here, very cold, and that is due to the water that is in connection here. The 
water is very cold but it contains something that smells strange, a smell of some kind of pink 
tissue. 

Stand beside the container and look inside of the container but do not go inside of the tissue, see 
the tissue element from outside: It is a very restful place this one, everything feels very calm and 
mellow here, it feels good in this target landscape. 

Stand beside the box and look inside it: The water glistens and sparkles on the surface, the surface 
of the water bends the light rays so that the light softly bounces off the soft waves on the water 
surface. 

Put your hands on the outer sides of the box: There is something that moves in there if I were to 
shake the box, the water and the pink organ in there would slush around. I didn't even mean to 
move the box but that happened. 

Look at the box: The light shines beautifully as it reflects off the surface of the water that forms 
small smooth waves on the surface. The brain in there it forms thoughts. But the target number 
3128 takes me back to the inside of this pink tissue. 

We need to identify the species of this creature, is it a human or an animal or is it an extracted 
organ such as the brain: It could be an octopus but I was really trying to find an answer to what 
species it is and this information did not come easily so I am not sure. 

Spaceship: It is cold here. The walls are smooth black panels of thin metal surface, the ceiling is 
made the same. The floor would be made different. There are no people here, no humans at 
least... There are boxes of cold blue fluid here, these boxes can be carried. 

The brain it responds to stimuli and it is listening to music. Music is being played to it. 

Go above and look down at the target landscape: I find the spaceship type of room which is a 
black box with thin dark metal walls, smooth surface walls and perfect 90 degree corners. There I 
taste the salty water. There is the yellow light there on the floor. Some kind of movement of a 
flowing tissue again I see the pink thin sheets of tissue in the brain that is in the water. There is no 
heart pumping the fluids for this being, it is done differently like a coral that uses the flow in the 
water instead. There are no shoes here, nobody walks here who has shoes on, so no people. 

I see from above that the brain has eyes and that it responds to stimulus and it shuns away from 
pressure because it doesn't want anything or anyone to touch it so it moves away by contracting 
into itself but it cannot go away from the site it is in it doesn't seem to have any legs or flippers to 



go to another location, so instead it does a localized contraction so that the part of itself that is 
closest to the pressure stimulus can move away for a while before it later returns back to its 
original shape. 

Someone is playing music into this water and to the sample that sits there in the water. And that 
pink tissue in the water doesn't want to be hearing it, but it doesn't suffer or feel pain or anything 
like that. They are playing music to this brain to study its stimulus. This is an aquatic species. 

Look at the yellow light on the floor in the spaceship room: It is yellow because it contains 
electricity, either a device or biological I do not know which one yet. It is weak not strong. One 
would call it small and not very large, the yellow is about the size (not shape) of a pillow. I don't 
understand the light on the floor because it appears to be a hole in the wall that is wider than it is 
tall and through it I see yellow and blue like a place or a landscape through this small window 
opening. 

10:52 AM End. 

3128-9764
ELEMENTS TRACKING
3128 Soft. Rounded shape, undefined shape, weak thin borders no sharp or strong borders on 
element boundary. Light-weight. Inside contains fibers of the same faint red or pink red colour. 
Not confined inside of any harder box casing. Shuns away from sound or music by contracting 
into itself in response. Cold to the touch and slimy and has water on it. This organ or biological 
organism forms thoughts. 

3 Bowl shaped site in which the tissue element is located. Could be the same as the box in the 
spaceship. 

1 Electrical activity in the tissue element. 

9764 Describes a place that is outer space or possibly the undersea. A space vessel or diving 
vessel. Feels like technology. A strange (unusual to me) place. (This is a composite element, its 
individual components are described below as separate elements.) 

9764 Light source. Yellow light. On the floor. Not huge but still there. Feels safe and good there. 
Contains electricity. 

9 Spaceship. Tastes like the salts that are used in electrical neural activity. 



Open-top box in the spaceship, it contains blue fluid like water and inside the water is a biological 
specimen of tissue. Could be the same element as the bowl from earlier. The box has transparent 
walls out of a synthetic material such as a type of plastic, the box is square shaped and is not very 
large. 

7 Bubbles appearing in a tank of blue fluid. The bubbles move up, but the fluid they are in does 
not flow forward or upward only the bubbles move upward. I hear the sound of the bubbles 
bubbling in the water. 

6 Alien beings inside of the spaceship, they are non-hostile. 

4 Biological settlement garden being cultivated by the aliens. 

Music. The brain is listening to music. They are playing music to this tissue to study its stimulus. 

3128-9764


